
Curriculum Content Map

TERM 1
(6 lessons repeated x2 by band)

TERM 2
(6 lessons repeated x2 by band)

TERM 3
(6 lessons repeated x2 by band)

Virtues 1. Friendliness and Civility (Sept)
2. Justice and Truthfulness (Oct)
Or
3. Courage (Nov)
4. Generosity (Dec)

5. Gratitude (Jan)
6. Good Speech (Feb)
Or
6. Good Speech (Feb)
7. Good Temper and Good Humour (Mar)

8. Self Mastery (April and May)
Or
9. Compassion (June)
10. Good Sense (July)

Skills 1. Listening
2. Leadership
3. Presenting
4. Aiming High

5. Staying Positive
6. Creativity
7. Teamwork
8. Problem Solving

9. Teamwork
10. Staying Positive
11. Aiming High

Curriculum Content Introduction to Drama and Improvisation Commedia dell’arte and Characterisation Storytelling and Scripted Performance

National Curriculum
Area

Spoken English:
improvising, rehearsing and performing play
scripts and poetry in order to
generate language and discuss language use
and meaning, using role, intonation,
tone, volume, mood, silence, stillness and
action to add impact.

Reading:
understanding how the work of dramatists is
communicated effectively through
performance and how alternative staging
allows for different interpretations of a play.

Spoken English:
improvising, rehearsing and performing play
scripts and poetry in order to generate
language and discuss language use and
meaning, using role, intonation, tone, volume,
mood, silence, stillness and action to add
impact.

Links to skills and
virtues

Students will use their Good Speech to
perform and demonstrate Friendliness
and Civility through their audience
etiquette. Self-Mastery will be shown
throughout in the development of
their skills for performance. By
Listening to each other throughout
the development process and showing
appropriate Leadership in scenes,
where required, students will be able
to, by Aiming High, create meaningful
performances that are well Presented.

Students will have the Courage to perform and
share their ideas. Again, with the correct
etiquette, the will demonstrate Stillness.
Through their performances of Lazzi they will
show Good Temper and Good Humour and
Gratitude for each other’s performances.

The will Problem Solve scenarios in
the development of their
performances by showing Teamwork
and a Staying Positive to show
Creativity in their final piece.

Students will have Good Sense in the delivery
of their final performances and the Generosity
to accept others. We will explore Compassion
for characters in the piece.

By demonstrating Teamwork and
Staying Positive and Aiming High we
will deliver well-rounded
performances.

Sequencing and
Sequencing
Skills

1. Tableaux, Thought Tracking,
Narration, Basic Storytelling,

2. Accepting and Blocking, Building,
Spontaneous and Planned, Status

1. Language, Stock Characters, History,
Lazzi,

2. Voice, Movement, Role on the Wall,
Hot-seating

1. Mime, Masks, Character, Narration

2. The Tempest, Characterisation,
Blocking

Retrieval
Using previous knowledge from Primary
School lessons on Drama to explore the basics
of improvisation.

Exploring the use of improvisation and the
basic rules of drama in the development of
characterisation.

Applying the skills of improvisation and
characterisation for the delivery of a scripted
performance.

Subject: Drama Year group: 7



New Learning Creating a devised scene based off of
improvisation.

Using CDA to develop a comedic scene with
clear character arches and situations.

Using Character Development to perform a
given scene from The Tempest

Independent
Learning

Students will perform quick improvised scenes
based off of given scenarios.

Using hot-seating to deliver an independent
monologue based off of character
development.

Students will learn their own lines and have
the opportunity to use the Drama space for
additional rehearsals after school.

Misconceptions Tableaux vs. Freeze Frame

Vocabulary and
Comprehension

Ensemble, Troupe, Narration, Improvisation,
Spontaneous Improvisation, Theatrical Status

Oracy Spoken participation and delivery of dialogue
for audience.

Spoken participation and delivery of dialogue
for audience.

Spoken participation and delivery of dialogue
for audience.

Careers The careers explored in this rotation are:
1. Actor
2. Lighting Technician

The careers explored in this rotation are:
1. Arts Administrator
2. Make Up Designer

The careers explored in this rotation are:
1. Producer
2. Set Designer

Literacy Students will present their ideas to the class
using appropriate drama terminology.

Students will explore the impact of vocabulary
and ranged language.

Students will be reading and citing scripted
material throughout the Topics.

Numeracy Mirroring, canon, unison, timed delivery. Mirroring, canon, unison, timed delivery. Mirroring, canon, unison, timed delivery.

Super curricular
activities

Drama Club and use of the Drama space. Visit
to the Grove Theatre pantomime.

Drama Club and use of the Drama space. Drama Club and use of the Drama space.

Cross
Curricular
Link

 English – links to development of
characterisation. Drama will use the
development of story as a basis for
some of the improvisation used.

British values
and SMSC

During the tableaux, some of the scenarios will
be based around RSE.

During the development of Lazzi some topics
will be based around BVs

Students will think about similarities and
differences of different settings and cultures
of different characters in texts.

Formative
assessment

1. Students will tell a fairy tale story
through tableaux and thought tracking

2. Students will respond to an
improvisation task in small groups

1. Students will perform a brief scene
2. Students will create a Role on the Wall

for a given character from The
Tempest

1. Students will perform a mime piece in
small groups

2. Students will explain the
characterisation of a selected
character from The Tempest

Summative
assessment

Students will select a fairy tale and perform it
applying 3 known additions throughout.

Students will perform Lazzi in pairs. Students will perform a given scene from The
Tempest.



Personalised
Challenge for LA

Students will be given crib notes on the fairy
tales to support them in the development of
their tableaux.

Students will be given prompt points about
where they could take their Lazzi
performances.

Scenes selected will be to an appropriate level
with text adapted for their needs and
character notes.

HA Challenge Students will be given higher level fairy tales
and scenarios to explore and deliver.

Students will be given higher level characters
for the role on the wall.

Scenes selected will be to an appropriate level
with traditional text provided.

ICT Opportunities Filming using iPads.
Reading links.

Filming using iPads.
Reading links.

Filming using iPads.
Reading links.

Lesson Structure
(tbc)

1. To recognise what ensemble theatre is
and how to create it

2. To be able to recognise what
ensemble is and how we can create it

3. To be able to apply tableaux to
storytelling and retell a classic fairy-
tale

4. To be able to apply the basis of
accepting and blocking to a given
scene

5. To be able to explain the difference
and use spontaneous and planned
improvisation

6. To be able to explain how status can
be used in performance

7. To be able to explain how status can
be used in performance


